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**Abstract**—Error-bounded lossy compression is a state-of-the-art data reduction technique for HPC applications because it not only significantly reduces storage overhead but also can retain high fidelity for postanalysis. Because supercomputers and HPC applications are becoming heterogeneous using accelerator-based architectures, in particular GPUs, several development teams have recently released GPU versions of their lossy compressors. However, existing state-of-the-art GPU-based lossy compressors suffer from either low compression and decompression throughput or low compression quality. In this paper, we present an optimized GPU version, CUSZ, for one of the best error-bounded lossy compressors—SZ. To the best of our knowledge, CUSZ is the first error-bounded lossy compressor on GPUs for scientific data. Our contributions are fourfold. (1) We propose a dual-quantization scheme to entirely remove the data dependency in the prediction step of SZ such that this step can be performed very efficiently on GPUs. (2) We develop an efficient customized Huffman coding for the SZ compressor on GPUs. (3) We implement CUSZ using CUDA and optimize its performance by improving the utilization of GPU memory bandwidth. (4) We evaluate our CUSZ on five real-world HPC application datasets from the Scientific Data Reduction Benchmarks and compare it with other state-of-the-art methods on both CPUs and GPUs. Experiments show that our CUSZ improves SZ’s compression throughput by up to 370.1× and 13.1×, respectively, over the production version running on single and multiple CPU cores, respectively, while getting the same quality of reconstructed data. It also improves the compression ratio by up to 3.48× on the tested data compared with another state-of-the-art GPU supported lossy compressor.

**I. INTRODUCTION**

Large-scale high-performance computing (HPC) applications can generate extremely large volumes of scientific data. For instance, the Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC) [1] can simulate 1~10 trillion particles in one simulation and produce up to 220 TB of data per snapshot, bringing up a total of 22 PB of data during the simulation [2] with only one hundred timesteps/snapshots. Such a large volume of data is imposing an unprecedented burden on supercomputer storage and interconnects [3] for both storing data to persistent storage and loading data for postanalysis and visualization. Therefore, data reduction has attracted great attention from HPC application users for reducing the volumes of data to be moved to/from storage systems. The common approaches are simply decimating snapshots periodically and adopting an interpolation for data reconstruction. However, such approaches result in a significant loss of valuable information for postanalysis [4]. Traditional data deduplication and lossless compression have also been used for shrinking data size but suffer from very limited reduction ratios on HPC floating-point datasets. Specifically, deduplication generally reduces the size of scientific datasets by only 20% to 30% [5], and lossless compression achieves a reduction ratio of up to about 2:1 in general [6]. This is far from scientists’ desired compression ratios, which are around 10:1 or higher (such as Community Earth Simulation Model (CESM) [7]).

Error-bounded lossy compression has been proposed to significantly reduce data size while ensuring acceptable data distortion for users [8]. SZ [8, 9] is a state-of-the-art error-bounded lossy compression framework for scientific data (to be detailed in §II), which often offers higher compression qualities (or better rate distortions) than other state-of-the-art techniques [3]. However, as illustrated in prior work [8, 9], SZ suffers from low compression and decompression throughput, which is only tens to hundreds of megabytes per second on a single CPU core. This throughput is far from enough for extreme-scale applications or advanced instruments with extremely high data acquisition rates, which is a major concern for corresponding users. The LCLS-II laser [10], for instance, may produce data at a rate of 250 GB/s [11], such that corresponding researchers require an extremely fast compression solution that can still have relatively high compression ratios—for example, 10:1—with preserved data accuracy. In order to match such a high data production rate, leveraging multiple graphics processing units (GPUs) is a fairly attractive solution because of its massive single-instruction multiple-thread (SIMT) mechanism and its high programmability as opposed to FPGAs or ASICs [12]. Moreover, the SZ algorithm follows $O(n)$ time complexity and employs large amounts of read and write operations in the memory, and hence its performance is eventually bounded by memory bandwidth. State-of-the-art GPUs cannot only provide high computation capability but also provide high memory bandwidth. For example, NVIDIA V100 GPU can provide at
least one higher order magnitude of memory bandwidth than state-of-the-art CPUs can [13].

SZ, however, cannot be run on GPUs efficiently because of the lack of parallelism in its design. The main challenges are twofold: (1) the tight dependency in the prediction and quantization steps of the SZ algorithm incurs expensive synchronizations across iterations in a GPU implementation; and (2) during the customized Huffman coding step of the SZ algorithm, coding and decoding each symbol based on the constructed Huffman tree involve many different branches (see §II for more details). This process causes serious warp divergence and random memory access issues, which inevitably lead to low GPU memory bandwidth utilization and performance.

To solve these issues, this paper presents an optimized GPU version of the SZ algorithm, called cuSZ\(^1\), and proposes a series of optimization techniques for cuSZ to achieve high compression and decompression throughputs on GPUs. Specifically, we focus on the main performance bottlenecks (Lorenzo prediction [14] and customized Huffman coding [8]) and improve their performance for GPUs. We propose a novel technique called DUAL QUANTIZATION that can be applied to any prediction-based compression algorithms to alleviate the tight dependency in its prediction step. Moreover, according to prior work [11], a strict error-controlling scheme of lossy compression is needed by many HPC applications for their scientific explorations and postanalyses. However, the state-of-the-art GPU-based lossy compressors such as cuZFP [15] are not error-bounded. To the best of our knowledge, cuSZ is the first strictly error-bounded lossy compressor on GPU for scientific data. Our contributions are summarized as follows.

- We propose a generic dual-quantization scheme to entirely remove the data dependencies in the prediction step of lossy compression and apply it to the Lorenzo predictor in SZ.
- We develop an efficient customized Huffman coding for SZ on GPUs with fine-grained and coarse-grained parallelism.
- We carefully implement cuSZ and optimize its performance on the CUDA architecture. In particular, we fine-tune the chunk size in Huffman coding and develop an adaptive method that selects 32-bit or 64-bit representation dynamically for Huffman code and can significantly improve the utilization of GPU memory bandwidth.
- We evaluate our proposed cuSZ on five real-world HPC application datasets provided by a public repository, Scientific Data Reduction Benchmarks [16], and compare it with other state-of-the-art methods on both CPUs and GPUs. Experiments show that the cuSZ can significantly improve both compression throughput by up to 370.1\(^\times\) and 13.1\(^\times\) over the production version of SZ running on single CPU core and multiple CPU cores, respectively. cuSZ has up to 3.48\(^\times\) higher compression ratio than another advanced GPU supported lossy compressor with reasonable data distortion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §II, we discuss the SZ lossy compression in detail. In §III, we propose our novel optimizations for the GPU version of SZ and implement it using CUDA. In §IV, we present the evaluation results based on five real-world simulation datasets from the Scientific Data Reduction Benchmarks and compare cuSZ with other state-of-the-art compressors on both CPU and GPU. In §V, we discuss related work. In §VI, we present our conclusions and discuss our future work.

II. SZ Background

Many scientific applications require a strict error-bounded control when using lossy compression to achieve accurate postanalysis and visualization for scientific discovery, as well as a high compression ratio. SZ [8, 9] is a prediction-based lossy compression framework designed for scientific data that strictly controls the global upper bound of compression error. Given a user-set error bound \(eb\), SZ guarantees \(|d − d^*| < eb\), where \(d\) and \(d^*\) are the original value and the decompressed value, respectively. SZ’s algorithm involves five key steps: preprocessing, data prediction, linear-scaling quantization, customized variable-length encoding, and optional lossless compression, e.g., gzip [17] and Zstd [18].

1) Preprocessing Sz performs a preprocessing step, such as linearization in version 1.0 or a logarithmic transform for the pointwise relative error bound in version 2.0 [19].

2) Data Prediction SZ predicts the value of each data point by a data-fitting predictor, e.g., a Lorenzo predictor [14] based on its neighboring values. In order to guarantee that the compression error is always within the user-set error bound, the predicted values must be exactly the same in between the compression procedure and decompression procedure. To this end, the neighborhood values used in the prediction have to be the decompressed values instead of the original values.

3) Linear-Scaling Quantization SZ computes the difference between the predicted value and original value for each data point and performs a linear-scaling quantization [8] to convert the difference to an integer based on the user-set error bound.

4) Customized Variable-Length Coding SZ adopts a customized Huffman coding algorithm to reduce the data size significantly, because the integer codes generated by the linear-scaling quantization are likely distributed unevenly, especially when the data are mostly predicted accurately.

5) Lossless Compression The last step of SZ optionally further compresses the encoded data by a lossless compressor such as Zstd [18], which may significantly reduce the data size due to potential repeated patterns in the bitstream.

In this work, we focus mainly on the SZ compressor, because much prior work [3, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] has verified that SZ yields the best compression quality among all the prediction-based compressors. However, it is nontrivial to port SZ on GPUs because of the strict constraints in its compression design. For instance, the data used in the prediction must be updated by decompressed values, such that the data prediction in the SZ compressor [8, 9] needs to be performed one by one in a sequential order. This requirement introduces a strong data dependency (called “read-after-write” dependency in the following text), during the compression, making SZ hard to parallelize on GPUs.

\(^1\)The code is available at https://github.com/hipdac-lab/cuSZ.
We mainly focus on SZ-1.4 instead of SZ-2.0 because the 2.0 model is particularly designed for low-precision use cases with visualization goals, in which the compression ratio can reach up to several hundred while the reconstructed data often have large data distortions. Recent studies [11], however, demonstrate that scientists often require a relatively high precision (or low error bound) for their sophisticated postanalysis beyond visualization purposes. In this situation (with relatively low error bounds), SZ-2.0 has very similar (or even slightly worse, if not for all the cases) compression qualities to those of SZ-1.4, as demonstrated in [3]. Accordingly, our design for the GPU-accelerated SZ lossy compression is based on SZ-1.4 and takes advantage of both algorithmic and GPU hardware characteristics. Moreover, the current CPU version of SZ does not support SIMD vectorization and has no specific improvement on the arithmetic performance. Therefore, the CPU baseline used in our following evaluation is based on the nonvectorized single-core and multicore implementation.

III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY OF CUSZ

In this section, we propose our novel lossy compression design, CUSZ, for CUDA architectures based on the SZ model. A system overview of our proposed CUSZ is shown in Fig. 1. We develop different coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelization techniques to exploit coarse-grained data parallelism. The chunking technique is used throughout the whole CUSZ design, including lossless (step 2 and 3) and lossy (step 1, 4, and 5) procedures in both compression and decompression. We then deeply analyze the “read-after-write” data dependency in SZ and propose a novel two-phase prediction-quantization approach, namely, DUAL-PREDICTION (denoted by “dQ”), which totally eliminates the data dependency in both prediction and quantization step. Furthermore, we provide an in-depth breakdown analysis of Huffman coding and develop an efficient Huffman coding on GPUs with multiple optimizations. A summary of our parallelization techniques is shown in TABLE I.

A. Parallelizing Prediction-Quantization in Compression

In this section, we discuss our proposed optimization techniques to parallelize SZ’s prediction-quantization procedure on GPU architectures.

1) Chunking and Padding: For each chunked data block, we assign a thread to each data point (i.e., fine-grained parallelism). To avoid complex modifications to the prediction function after chunking, we add a padding layer to each block in the prediction and quantization step. We set all the values in the padding layer to 0 such that they do not affect the predicted values of the points neighboring to the padding layer, as shown in Fig. 2. We note that in the original SZ, the uppermost points and leftmost points (denoted by “outer layer,” shaded in Fig. 2) are saved as unpredictable data directly. In our chunking version, however, directly storing these points for each block would significantly degrade the compression ratio. Therefore, we apply Lorenzo prediction to the outer layer instead, such that every point in the block is consistently processed based on the Lorenzo predictor, avoiding thread/warp divergence. Moreover, we initialize the
p = d - e

Algorithm 1: Quantization of Original SZ

1. for \( d \in D \) do
2. \( \hat{p} = \ell(d) \)
3. if \( \hat{e} < \text{CAP (in-CAP)} \) then
4. \( e_0 \leftarrow \text{INTEGRIZE}((e \times (2 \times e) / (2 \times e)) \}
5. \( \text{REHEARSAL} \leftarrow \hat{p} + 2 \cdot e_0 \cdot e \)
6. \( \text{WATCHDOG} = \text{REHEARSAL} - d < e \), fallback: outlier
7. else
8. \( \text{OUTLIER}_4: e_0 \leftarrow 0 \) and record the verbatim \( x \leftarrow d \)
9. end if
10. \( d \leftarrow \text{REHEARSAL or } x \) accordingly
11. end for

**archive (compression) procedure**

**extract (decompression) procedure**

b) Proposed Dual-Quantization Approach: To eliminate the RAW dependency, we propose a DUAL-QUANTIZATION scheme by modifying the data representation during the prediction-quantization procedure. Our DUAL-QUANTIZATION consists of two steps: PREQUANTIZATION (denoted by PREQ) and POSTQUANTIZATION (denoted by POSTQ).

Given a dataset \( D \) with an arbitrary dimension, we first perform a quantization based on the user-set \( e_b \) and convert it to a new dataset:

\[
D^* = \{ d^* \mid d^* = \text{round} \left( d / (2 \times e_b) \right), \; d \in D \},
\]

where any \( d^* \in D^* \) is strictly a multiple of \( 2 \times e_b \). We call this step PREQUANTIZATION. In order to avoid overflow, \( d^* \) is stored by using a floating-point data type. We note that the error introduced by PREQUANTIZATION (defined as POSTERROR) is strictly bounded by the user-set error bound, that is, \( |d - 2 \cdot d^* / e_b| < e_b. \)

After the PREQUANTIZATION, we can calculate each predicted value based on its surrounding values (denoted by \( d^*_{\text{SR}} \) and the Lorenzo predictor (denoted by \( e \) as

\[
P^* = \{ p^* \mid p^* = \ell(d^*_{\text{SR}}), \; d^* \in D^* \}.
\]

The second step, called POSTQUANTIZATION, is the counterpart of the linear-scaling quantization in the original SZ. POSTQ computes the difference between the predicted value and the quantized value. In POSTQ, we encode PREQ introduced
error,
\[ E_{\text{post}} = \{ e^o | e^o = d^o - p^o, \; d^o \in D^o, \; p^o \in P^o \}, \]
to \( q^o \). Note that \( q^o \) is quantitatively equivalent to \( e^o \), but they are in different representations: \( e^o \) is a floating-point value to avoid overflow, while \( q^o \) is an integer, which is used in the subsequent lossless coding (e.g., Huffman coding).

In the following text, we explain in detail why the DUAL-QUANTIZATION method effectively eliminates the RAW dependency. Conceptually, similar to the original SZ, we can construct \( e^{o*} \) and \( d^{o*} \) during the compression, as shown in Fig. 3. In fact, for \( (k - 1) \)-th iteration, \( e_{k-1}^{o*} \) is strictly equal to \( e_{k-1}^o \), because the operation of calculating \( e_{k-1}^{o*} \) from the quantization code \( q_{k-1}^o \) is exactly the reversed procedure of calculating \( q_{k-1}^o \) from \( e_{k-1}^o \). Similarly, \( d_{k-1}^{o*} \) and \( d_{k-1}^o \) are also strictly equivalent. Consequently, unlike the original SZ that must write \( d_{k-1}^{o*} \) back to update \( d_{k-1}^{o*} \) before the \( k \)-th iteration, \( d_{k-1}^{o*} = d_{k-1}^o \) always holds in our proposed DUAL-QUANTIZATION approach. In the example shown in Fig. 3, after PREQ, all \( d^o \) are dependency free for the following operations. By eliminating the loop-carried RAW dependency (marked in Fig. 3), we can effectively parallelize the DUAL-QUANTIZATION procedure by performing fine-grained (per-point) parallel computation, which is commonly seen in image processing [27]. We illustrate the detailed DUAL-QUANTIZATION procedure in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 2: cuSZ of DUAL-QUANTIZATION**

```plaintext
1 for Vid \in \text{D} \text{ concurrently do}
2 \hspace{1em} d^{o*} \leftarrow d^{o}/(2 \times eb) \hspace{0.5em} \text{BARRIER} \hspace{1em} \text{\textsc{prequantization}}
3 \hspace{1em} d \leftarrow d^o \hspace{0.5em} \text{BARRIER} \hspace{1em} \text{\textsc{memory reuse}}\hspace{1em} d \leftrightarrow d^o
4 \hspace{1em} p^o \leftarrow \ell(d_{k-1}^o), \hspace{0.5em} e^o \leftarrow p^o - d^o
5 \hspace{1em} \text{if } e^o < \text{CAP}/2 \text{ (IN-CAP)} \text{ then}
6 \hspace{2em} e_0^o \leftarrow \text{CAST<FLOAT2INT>}(e^o)
7 \hspace{1em} \text{else}
8 \hspace{2em} \text{OUTIER: } e_0^o \leftarrow 0 \text{ and record the verbatim } x \leftarrow d^o
9 \hspace{1em} \text{end if}
10 \hspace{1em} \text{end for}
11 \text{\textbf{extract (decompression) procedure}}
12 \hspace{1em} \textbf{for } d^{o*} \in D^{o*} \text{ to reconstruct cascadingly do}
13 \hspace{2em} p^o \leftarrow \ell(d_{k-1}^{o*})
14 \hspace{2em} d^o \leftarrow (p^o + e_0^o) \cdot (2 \times eb) \text{ if IN-CAP else verbatim } x
15 \hspace{1em} \text{end for}
```

c) **Lorenzo Predictor with Binomial Coefficients**: According to the prior work proposed by Tao et al. [8], the generalized Lorenzo predictor is given by

\[
\sum_{d_{k-1} \neq 0}^{b_{k-1}} a_{d_{k-1}} \cdot d_{k-1},
\]

where \( \sum_{d_{k-1} \neq 0}^{b_{k-1}} d_{k-1} = 1 \text{ and } d \in D \).

To efficiently compress the quantization codes generated by DUAL-QUANTIZATION, we develop an efficient customized Huffman coding for SZ on GPUs. Specifically, Huffman coding consists of the following subprocedures:

1. Calculate the statistical frequency for each quantization bin (as a symbol).
2. Build the Huffman tree based on the frequencies and generate the base codebook along with each code bitwidth.
3. Transform the base codebook to the canonical Huffman codebook.
4. Encode in parallel according to the codebook, and concatenate Huffman codes into a bitstream (called deflating).

The Huffman decoding (denoted by “dec”) is composed of two steps: (1) retrieving the reverse codebook and (2) decoding according to the reverse codebook. Note that the fourth subprocedure of encoding can be further decomposed into two steps for fine-grained optimization. Codebook-based encoding is basically memory copy and can be fully parallelized in a fine granularity, whereas deflating can be performed only sequentially (except blockwise parallelization discussed in §III-A1) because of its atomic operations. We discuss Huffman coding on GPUs step by step as follows.

1. **Histogram for Quantization Bins**: The first step of Huffman coding is to build a histogram representing the frequency of each quantization bin from the data prediction step. The GPU histogramming algorithm that we use is derived from the algorithm proposed by Gómez-Luna et al. [28]. This algorithm minimizes conflicts in updating the histogram bin locations by replicating the histogram for each thread block and storing the histogram in shared memory. Where possible, conflict is further reduced by replicating the histogram such that each block has access to multiple copies. All threads inside a block read a specified partition of the quantization codes and use atomic operations to update a specific replicated histogram. As each block finishes its portion of the predicted data, the replicated histograms are combined via a parallel reduction into a single global histogram, which is used to construct the final codebook in Huffman coding.

2. **Constructing Huffman Codebook**: In order to build the optimal Huffman tree, the local symbol frequencies need to be aggregated to generate the global symbol frequencies for the whole dataset. By utilizing the aggregated frequencies, we build a codebook according to the Huffman tree for encoding. Note that the number of symbols—namely, the number of quantization bins—is a limited number (generally no greater than 65,536) that is much smaller than the data size (generally, millions of data points or more). This leads to a much lower number of nodes in the Huffman tree compared with the data size, such that the time complexity of building a Huffman tree is considered low. Taking into account that it is difficult to make full use of PCIe bandwidth by transferring a small-sized Huffman tree, we adopt one GPU thread to build the Huffman tree sequentially, in order to avoid the device-to-host overhead.
We propose an adaptive codeword representation to enhance the utilization of memory bandwidth, which improves the Huffman encoding performance in turn. We illustrate the organization of the codebook in Fig. 4. The codebook is organized by units of unsigned integers, and each contains a variable-length Huffman codeword from LSB (the rightmost bits or the least significant bits) and its bitwidth from MSB (the leftmost bits or the most significant bits). According to the pessimistic estimation of maximum bitwidth of optimal Huffman codeword [29], one is supposed to use uint64_t to hold each bitwidth-codeword representation. For example, the maximum bitwidth could be 33 bits for CLDHIGH field from CESM-ATM dataset in the worst case. However, we note that using 32-bit unsigned integers (i.e., uint32_t) to represent a bitwidth-codeword tuple can significantly improve the Huffman coding and decoding performance compared with using 64-bit unsigned integers (i.e., uint64_t), because of higher GPU memory bandwidth utilization. Thus, we propose to dynamically select uint32_t or uint64_t representation for the Huffman bitwidth-codeword based on the practical maximum bitwidth instead of pessimistic estimation. We show the performance evaluation with different representations in §IV.

The theoretical time complexity is \( O(k \log k) \) for building a Huffman tree and \( O(k) \) for a traversing tree, where \( k \) is the number of symbols (quantization bins). Our experiments show that the real execution time of building a Huffman tree is consistent with the theoretical time complexity analysis (see TABLE III). On the other hand, the number of symbols is determined by the smoothness of the dataset and the user-desired error bound (1,024 by default). For example, with a relatively large error (i.e., uint64_t) such as the value-range-based relative error bound \( \left(10^{-6}\right) \), we observe that most of the symbols are concentratedly distributed near the central of codebook. As the error bound decreases, the symbols become more evenly distributed. Thus, determining a suitable number of quantization bins is important for high performance in constructing a codebook.

3) Transforming to Canonical Codebook: A canonical Huffman codebook [30] holds the same bitwidth of each codeword as the original Huffman codebook (i.e., base codebook), while its bijective mapping (between quantization code and Huffman codeword) and variable codeword make the memory layout organized more efficiently. The time complexity of sequentially building a canonical codebook from the base codebook is \( O(k) \), where \( k \) is the number of symbols (i.e., the number of quantization bins) and is sufficiently small compared with the data size. By using a canonical codebook, we can (i) decode without the Huffman tree, (ii) efficiently cache the reverse codebook for high decoding throughput, and (iii) maintain exactly the same compression ratio as the base Huffman codebook.

The process of building canonical codebook can be decomposed into the following subprocedures:

1) linear scanning of the base codebook (sequentially \( O(k) \)), which is parallelized at fine granularity with atomic operations;
2) loosely radix-sorting of the codewords by bitwidth (sequentially \( O(k) \)), which cannot be parallelized because of the intrinsic RAW dependency; and
3) building the reverse codebook (sequentially \( O(k) \)), which is parallelized with fine-grained parallelism.

It is intuitive to separate the functionalities of the aforementioned subprocedures and implement them into independent CUDA kernels with different configurations (i.e., threads per thread block, thread blocks per grid). Based on our profiling results on an NVIDIA V100 GPU, however, launching a CUDA kernel usually takes about 60 microseconds (\( \mu s \)) (about 200 \( \mu s \) for three kernels). Moreover, any two consecutive subprocedures require an additional expensive synchronization (i.e., cudaDeviceSynchronize). However, our experiment indicates that the kernel time of building a canonical codebook is sufficiently fast (e.g., about 200 \( \mu s \) for \( k = 1024 \)); thus, we integrate all the three subprocedures in one single kernel.

We note that this single kernel must be launched with multiple thread blocks because of two reasons. On the one hand, multiple thread blocks provide a high scalability for the parallel reads/writes in subprocedures (1) and (3). On the other hand, unlike histogramming that saves only the \( \Theta(k) \) frequencies in the shared memory, this kernel requires saving both the codebook and its footprint, which may exceed the maximum allowable capacity of shared memory in a single thread block (e.g., 96 KB for a V100). Since the shared memory is visible only to its own thread block, however, synchronizing codewords across different thread blocks is impossible. Thus, we use global memory instead of shared memory to save the codebook. As a result, we have to set a lightweight in-grid barrier between two subprocedures in the kernel. Specifically, we employ the state-of-the-art CUDA API—cooperative groups [31]—to achieve in-grid synchronizations. We note that each in-grid synchronization takes only about 200 \( \mu s \) on a V100, which does not increase the time overhead notably compared with the sequential construction of the Huffman tree (to be shown in §IV).

4) Encoding and Deflating: To reduce the access latency of the global memory, we fit the codebook into the GPU’s shared memory for each thread block for codebook reuse. Given the limited shared-memory capacity and shared-memory size per thread block\(^4\), we propose an adaptive strategy to fit the codebook into the shared memory according to the codebook size. (1) For a small sized codebook—less than or equal to a fixed threshold, \( t_{\text{codebook}} \)—we assign the whole codebook to each thread block. (2) For relatively large sized codebooks—larger than \( t_{\text{codebook}} \)—taking into account that the high-frequency codes are concentrated in the center of codebook, we assign a portion of the codebook containing the highest-frequency codes. Taking

\(^3\)Value-range-based relative error bound (denoted by \text{valrel}) is the error bound relative to the value range of the dataset.

\(^4\)For the state-of-the-art Volta microarchitecture, the maximum number of threads per block is 1,024, and the shared memory capacity per SM is 96 KB.
We design an efficient solution to perform the encoding by GPU threads in parallel. Encoding involves looking up a symbol in the codebook and performing a memory copy. After we adaptively select a 32-bit or 64-bit unsigned integer to represent a Huffman code with its bitwidth, the encoding step is sufficiently parallelized. To generate the dense bitstream of Huffman codes within each data block, we conduct deflating in order to concatenate the Huffman codes and remove the unnecessary zero bits according to the saved bitwidths.

Since the deflated code is organized sequentially, we apply the coarse-grained chunkwise parallelization technique discussed in §III-A1. In particular, a data chunk for compression and decompression is mapped to one GPU thread. Note that the chunk size for deflating is not necessarily the same as the global chunk size, and it does not rely on the dimensionality. We optimize the deflating chunk size by evaluating the performance with different sizes on multiple datasets. The corresponding evaluation results are shown in §IV. We also employ memory reuse technique to reduce the GPU memory footprint in deflating. Specifically, we reuse the memory space of Huffman codes for the deflated bitstream because the latter uses significantly less memory space and does not have any conflict when writing the deflated bitstream to the designated location.

C. Decompression

CUDA’s compression consists of two steps: Huffman decoding (or inflating the densely concatenated Huffman bitstream) and reversed dual-quantization. In inflating, we first use the previously built reverse codebook to retrieve the quantization codes from the deflated Huffman bitstream. Then, based on the retrieved quantization codes, we reconstruct the floating-point data values. Note that only coarse-grained chunking can be applied to decompression, and its chunk size is determined in compression. The reason is that the two steps both have a RAW dependency issue. In fact, retrieving the variable-length codes has the same pattern as loop-carried RAW dependency. For the reversed dual-quantization procedure, each data point cannot be decompressed until its preceding values are fully reconstructed.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present our experimental setup (including the evaluation platform, baselines, datasets, and metrics) and our evaluation results.

A. Experimental Setup

a) Evaluation Platform: We conduct our experimental evaluation on our university’s HPC cluster\(^5\). We perform the experiments on an NVIDIA V100 GPU [13] from the cluster and compare with lossy compressors on two 20-core Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPUs from the cluster. The GPU is connected to the host via 16-lane PCIe 3.0 interconnect. We use NVIDIA CUDA 9.2 and its default profiler to measure the kernel time.

\(^5\)Due to the requirement of anonymity, we hide the cluster’s name.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATASETS</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>DATUM SIZE</th>
<th>DIMENSIONS</th>
<th>#FIELDS</th>
<th>EXAMPLE(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COSMOLOGY</td>
<td>fp32</td>
<td>1,071.75 MB</td>
<td>x, vx</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACC</td>
<td></td>
<td>280,953,867</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIMATE</td>
<td>fp32</td>
<td>1,800 × 3,600</td>
<td>CLDHGH, CLDLOW</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM-ATM</td>
<td></td>
<td>95.37 MB</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIMATE</td>
<td>fp32</td>
<td>100 × 500 × 500</td>
<td>CLOUD48, UF48</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricanue</td>
<td></td>
<td>512 × 512 MB</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyx</td>
<td>fp32</td>
<td>512 × 512 × 512</td>
<td>baryon_density</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMCPACK</td>
<td></td>
<td>601.5 MB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Real-world datasets used in evaluation.

b) Comparison Baselines: We compare our cuSZ\(^6\) with two baselines: SZ-1.4.13.5 and cuZFP [15]. For SZ-1.4, we adopt the default setting: 16 bits for linear-scaling quantization (i.e., 1,024 quantization bins), best_compression mode, and best_speed mode for gzip, which lead to a good tradeoff between compression ratio and performance.

c) Test Datasets: We conduct our evaluation and comparison based on five typical real-world HPC simulation datasets of each dimensionality from the Scientific Data Reduction Benchmarks suite [16]: 1D HACC cosmology particle simulation [1], 2D CESM-ATM climate simulation [32], 3D Hurricane ISABEL simulation [33], 3D Nyx cosmology simulation [34], and 4D QMCPACK quantum Monte Carlo simulation [35]. They have been widely used in prior works [3, 11, 19, 36, 37] and are good representatives of production-level simulation datasets. TABLE II shows all 112 fields\(^7\) across these datasets. The data sizes for the five datasets are 6.3 GB, 2.0 GB, 1.9 GB, 3.0 GB, and 1.2 GB, respectively. Note that our evaluated HACC dataset is consistent with real-world scenarios that generate petabytes of data. For example, according to [1], a typical large-scale HACC simulation for cosmological surveys runs on 16,384 nodes each with 128 million particles and generates 5 PB over the whole simulation. The simulation contains 100 individual snapshots of roughly 3 GB per node. We evaluate a single snapshot for each dataset instead of all the snapshots, because the compressibility of most of the snapshots usually has strong similarity. Moreover, when the field is too large to fit in a single GPU’s memory, cuSZ divides it into blocks and then compresses them block by block.

B. Evaluation Results and Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the compression performance and quality of cuSZ and compare it with CPU-SZ and cuZFP on the tested datasets.

1) Compression Performance: We first evaluate the performance of dual-quantization of cuSZ. The average throughput of the dual-quantization step on each tested dataset is shown in TABLE VII. Compared with the original serial CPU-SZ, the prediction-quantization throughput is improved by more than 1000 × via our proposed dual-quantization on the GPU. This improvement is because dual-quantization entirely eliminates the RAW dependency and leads to fine-grained (per-point) parallel computation, which is significantly accelerated on the GPU.

\(^6\)The code will be released once the paper is accepted for publication.

\(^7\)The QMCPACK dataset includes only one field but with two representations, including raw data and preconditioned data.
We then evaluate the performance of our implemented Huffman coding step by step. First, we conduct the experiment of Huffman histogram computation and show its throughput performance. Efficiently computing a histogram on a GPU is an open challenging problem, because of the way that multiple threads need to write to the same memory locations simultaneously. Here, we present a method that, while a bottleneck in the Huffman process, is a 2× improvement from a serial implementation.

Next, we perform the experiment of constructing codebook with different numbers of quantization bins, as shown in TABLE III. We note that the execution times of building a Huffman tree and creating a codebook are consistent with our time complexity analyses in §III-B2. We use 1,024 quantization bins by default. Since the time overhead of constructing a codebook depends only on the number of quantization bins, it is almost fixed—for example, 4.81 ms—for the remaining experiments. We also note that a larger data size lowers the relative performance overhead of constructing a codebook, thus leading to higher overall performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#QUANT.</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
<th>4096</th>
<th>8192</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>build tree</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>25.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get codebook</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>25.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>13.55</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>50.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Breakdown time (in ms) of constructing a codebook, including building a Huffman tree and creating a codebook according to the tree based on the Hurricane Isabel dataset.

To improve the deflating and inflating performance, we further evaluate different chunk sizes and identify the appropriate sizes for both deflating and inflating on the tested datasets, as shown in TABLE VI. Specifically, we evaluate chunk sizes ranging from 2^9 to 2^16, due to different field sizes. We observe that using a total of around 2e4 concurrent threads consistently achieves the optimal throughput. Note that inflating must follow exactly the same data chunking strategy as deflating; thus we need to select the same chunk size. Even under this constraint, our selected chunk sizes still achieve throughputs close to the peak ones, as illustrated in TABLE VI. Therefore, we conclude that the overall optimal performance can be achieved by setting up a total of 2e4 concurrent threads in practice.

Next, we evaluate the overall compression and decompression performance of cuSZ, as shown in TABLE VII. We compare cuSZ with cuZFP in terms of the kernel performance and the overall performance that includes the GPU-to-CPU communication cost. Note that the performance of cuZFP is highly related to its user-set fixed bitrate according to the previous study [38], whereas the performance of cuSZ is hardly affected by the user-set error bound. Therefore, we choose the acceptable fixed bitrate for cuZFP, which generates data distortion (i.e., PSNR of about 85 dB) similar to that of cuSZ, as shown in TABLE V. Also, note that we exclude cuZFP for HACC in TABLE VII, because cuZFP generates fairly low compression quality on 1D HACC. In particular, even when the bitrate is as high as 16, the PSNR is only about 20 dB, which is not usable. The throughput in TABLE VII is calculated based on the original data size rather than the size of the data transferred between the GPU and CPU. TABLE VII shows that cuSZ has a higher kernel throughput but lower GPU-to-CPU throughput than does cuSZ. The reason is that cuSZ provides a much higher compression ratio than does cuZFP with the same data distortion.

We note that the overall throughputs of cuSZ and cuZFP are close to each other with respect to the CPU-GPU interconnectivity.
Although cuZFP’s compression kernel achieves about 70 GB/s, the optimal thread number in terms of inflating and deflating throughput is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHUNK</th>
<th>HACC</th>
<th>CESM</th>
<th>HURRICANE</th>
<th>NYX</th>
<th>QMCPACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>2.5e4</td>
<td>9.6e4</td>
<td>3.4e4</td>
<td>6.9e4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#THREAD</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFLATE</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFLATE</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI: Throughputs (in GB/s) versus different numbers of threads launched on V100. The optimal thread number in terms of inflating and deflating throughput is shown in bold.

We also compare the performance of cuSZ with that of the production version of SZ running on a single CPU core and multiple CPU cores. The parallelization of OpenMP-SZ is achieved by simply chunking the whole data without any further algorithmic optimization (such as our proposed DUAL QUANTIZATION). In particular, each thread is assigned with a fixed-size block and runs the original sequential CPU-SZ code. The points on the border are handled similar to cuSZ (as shown in Fig. 2). The main differences between OpenMP-SZ and cuSZ are fourfold: (1) In the proposed dual quantization, each point of cuSZ is assigned to a GPU thread, whereas OpenMP-SZ uses a CPU thread to handle a block of data points. (2) After POSTQUANTIZATION, the data are transformed into integers (units of error bound), and all the following arithmetic operations are performed on these integers. Hence cuSZ does not need to handle the errors that are introduced by floating-point operations (e.g., underflow). (3) OpenMP-SZ does not fully parallelize Huffman coding, whereas cuSZ provides an efficient parallel (16-lane PCIe 3.0) bandwidth in our evaluation. Generally speaking, many applications in GPU-based HPC systems generate the data on GPUs, so the compression needs to be directly performed on the data in the GPU memory, and the compressed data currently must be transferred from GPUs to disks through CPUs. Current state-of-the-art CPU-GPU interconnect technologies such as NVLink [39] can typically provide a theoretical transfer rate of 50 GB/s over two links, while our cuSZ’s compression kernel can provide comparable throughput of about 40 GB/s. Although cuZFP’s compression kernel achieves about 70 GB/s, its overall throughput is limited by the CPU-GPU bandwidth of 50 GB/s. So, the data transfer between CPU and GPU is still the bottleneck for high-throughput compression kernels (e.g., not higher than 50 GB/s). Moreover, the decompression throughput of cuSZ is lower than its compression throughput and that of cuZFP. This is because only coarse-grained chunking can be applied to decompression, as mentioned in §III-C. Here we argue that the compression throughput is more important than the decompression throughput, because users use the CPU-SZ mainly to decompress the data for postanalysis and visualization instead of the GPU after the compressed data is transferred and stored to parallel file systems [11, 38].

We note that cuSZ on the CESM-ATM dataset exhibits much lower performance than on other datasets. This is due to the fact that each field of the CESM-ATM dataset is fairly small (~25 MB), such that the codebook construction cost turns out to be relatively high compared with other steps for this dataset. In fact, the codebook construction would not be a bottleneck for a relatively large dataset (such as hundreds of MBs per field), which is more common in practice (e.g., HACC, Nyx, QMCPACK).
implementation of Huffman coding on GPU. (4) OpenMP-SZ supports only 3D datasets, so in our comparison we use 3D Hurricane Isabel and Nyx and mark N/A for non-3D datasets in Fig. 5. It illustrate the compression and decompression throughput of cuSZ (considering the CPU-GPU communication overhead) and CPU-SZ. Compared with the serial SZ, the overall compression performance can improved by 242.9× to 370.1×. cuSZ also improves the overall performance by 11.0× to 13.1× over SZ running with OpenMP on 32 cores.

2) Compression Quality: We then present the compression quality of cuSZ compared with another advanced GPU-supported lossy compressor—cuZFP—based on the compression ratios and data distortions on the tested datasets. We use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to evaluate the quality of the reconstructed data. PSNR is calculated as PSNR = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{d_{\text{max}} - d_{\text{min}}}{\text{RMSE}} \right), where N is the number of data points and \( d_{\text{max}} \) and \( d_{\text{min}} \) is the maximal/minimal value. Root mean squared error (RMSE) is obtained by \( \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (d_i - d_i^*)^2} \), where \( d_i \) and \( d_i^* \) refer to the original and decompressed values, respectively. The larger the PSNR, the lower the RMSE, hence the lower reconstructed distortion and the more accurate post-analysis.

We compare cuSZ and cuZFP only on two 3D datasets—Hurricane Isabel and Nyx—because the compression quality of cuZFP on the 1D/2D datasets is much lower than on the 3D datasets. For a fair comparison, we plot the rate-distortion curves for both cuSZ and cuZFP on all the fields of the two datasets and compare their compression quality in PSNR at the same compression ratio.

Fig. 6 shows the rate-distortion curves of cuSZ and cuZFP on the Nyx dataset. We observe that cuSZ generally has a higher PSNR than does cuZFP with the same compression ratio on the Nyx dataset. In other words, cuSZ provides a much higher compression ratio compared with cuZFP given the same compression quality. The main reason is twofold: (1) ZFP has better compression quality with the absolute error bound (fix-accuracy) mode\(^{10}\) than with the fixed-rate mode (as indicated by the ZFP developer [40]); and (2) the Lorenzo predictor of cuSZ has a higher decorrelation efficiency than does the block transform of cuZFP, especially on the field with a large value range and concentrated distribution, such as baryon_density.

Similar results for cuSZ and cuZFP are observed on the Hurricane Isabel dataset, as shown in Fig. 7. We note that the rate-distortion curves for cuSZ—namely, QCLOUD, QICE, CLOUD—notably increase when the compression ratio decreases. This is because there are areas full of zeros, causing the compression ratio to change very slowly when the error bound is smaller than a certain value. In other words, most of the nonzeros are unpredictable, and the zeros are always predictable.

We also illustrate the overall rate-distortion curves of cuSZ and cuZFP on the Hurricane and Nyx dataset, as shown in Fig. 8. For example, cuSZ provides a 2.41× (2.49 vs. 6) lower bitrate over cuZFP on the Nyx dataset and a 3.48× (3.45 vs. 12) lower bitrate over cuZFP on the Hurricane Isabel dataset, with reasonable PSNRs, as shown in TABLE V.

The reason is that, according to §III-A1, cuSZ sets all the values in the padding layer to 0 and uses these zeros to predict the top-left data points, resulting in better prediction on the tested datasets, especially for the fields with large value ranges and a large majority of values close to zero (such as CL0UDf48,

\(^{10}\)In fact, the value-range-based relative error bound is eventually converted to the absolute error bound according to the value range.
TABLE VIII: Statistical information (percentile) of example fields having high PSNR as shown in TABLE VII under valrel = 10^{-4}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>SZ-1.4</th>
<th>cuSZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLOUDf48</td>
<td>84.99</td>
<td>94.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECIFCP4</td>
<td>84.88</td>
<td>97.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QGRAPF4</td>
<td>84.90</td>
<td>98.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCLDf48</td>
<td>85.03</td>
<td>98.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCCEF4</td>
<td>85.22</td>
<td>95.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QGRAPF1.4</td>
<td>88.21</td>
<td>97.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QICEf48.log10</td>
<td>85.56</td>
<td>85.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSNOWf48</td>
<td>85.81</td>
<td>94.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QGRAUPf4</td>
<td>84.99</td>
<td>93.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCLOUDf48</td>
<td>84.99</td>
<td>94.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IX: Statistical information (percentile) of example fields having high PSNR as shown in TABLE VIII under valrel = 10^{-4}.

| FIELD          | min 1% 25% 50% 75% 99% max range |
|----------------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| CLOUDf48      | 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 2.53e-4 2.05e-3 2.05e-3 |
| QSNOF48       | 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 1.11e-10 1.36e-9 6.34e-8 6.01e-5 8.56e-4 |
| baryon density | 5.80e-2 1.37e-1 3.22e-1 5.06e-1 8.75e-1 7.42e+0 1.16e+5 |

TABLE X: Statistical information (percentile) of example fields having high PSNR as shown in TABLE IX.

| FIELD          | min 1% 25% 50% 75% 99% max range |
|----------------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| CLOUDf48      | 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 2.53e-4 2.05e-3 2.05e-3 |
| cuSZ           | 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 1.11e-10 1.36e-9 6.34e-8 6.01e-5 8.56e-4 |
| cuSZ           | 0.00e+0 0.00e+0 1.11e-10 1.36e-9 6.34e-8 6.01e-5 8.56e-4 |

V. RELATED WORK

A. GPU-Accelerated Scientific Lossy Compression

Scientific data compression has been studied for many years for reducing storage and I/O overhead. It includes two main categories: lossless compression and lossy compression. Lossless compressors for scientific datasets such as FPC [41] and FPZIP [42] ensure that the decompressed data is unchanged, but they provide only a limited compression ratio because of the significant randomness of the ending mantissa bit of HPC floating-point data. According to a recent study [6], the compression ratio of lossless compressors for scientific datasets is generally up to 2:1, which is much lower than the user-desired ratio for HPC applications.

Error-bounded lossy compression significantly reduces the size of scientific data while maintaining desired data characteristics. Traditional lossy compressors (such as JPEG [43]) are designed for image and visualization purposes; however, they are difficult to be applied to scientific datasets because of scientists’ specific data fidelity requirement. Recently, error-bounded lossy compressors (such as SZ [8] and ZFP [44]) have been developed for scientific datasets. Such compressors provide strict error controls according to user requirements. Both SZ and ZFP, for example, provide an absolute error bound in their CPU version.

Different from SZ’s prediction-based compression algorithm, ZFP’s algorithm is based on a block transform. It first splits the whole dataset into many small blocks. It then compresses the data in each block separately in four main steps: exponent alignment, customized near-orthogonal transform, fixed-point integer conversion, and bit-plane-based embedded coding. A truncation is performed based on the user-set bitrate. Recently, the ZFP team released their GPU-supported CUDA version, called cuZFP [15]. cuZFP provides much higher throughputs for compression and decompression compared with the CPU version [38]. However, the current cuZFP version supports fixed-rate mode, which significantly limits its adoption in practice.

B. Huffman Coding on GPU

During the Huffman coding process, a specific method is used to determine the bit representation for each symbol, which results in variable length prefix codes. The set of these prefix codes make up the codebook, with each prefix code based on the symbols frequency in the data. This codebook is then used to replace each input symbol with its corresponding prefix code. Previous studies have shown that Huffman coding achieves better performance in parallel on a GPU than in serial on a CPU. In general, parallel Huffman coding obtains each codeword from a lookup table (generated by a Huffman tree) and concatenates codewords together with other codewords. However, a severe performance issue arises when different threads write codewords with different lengths, which results in warp divergence on GPU [45]. The most deviation between methods occurs in concatenating codewords.

Fuentes-Alventosa et al. [46] proposed a GPU implementation of Huffman coding using CUDA with a given table of variable-length codes, which improves the performance by more than 20× compared with a serial CPU implementation.

Rahmani et al. [47] proposed a CUDA implementation of Huffman coding based on serially constructing the Huffman codeword tree and parallel generating the byte stream, which can achieve up to 22× speedups compared with a serial CPU implementation without any constraint on the maximum codeword length or data entropy.

Lal et al. [48] proposed a Huffman-coding-based memory compression technique for GPUs (called E3MC) based on a probability estimation of symbols. It uses an intermediate buffer to reduce the required memory bandwidth. In order to place the codeword into the correct memory location, E3MC extends the codeword to the size of the buffer length and uses a barrel shifter to write the codeword to the correct location. Once shifted, the codeword is bitwise ORed with the intermediate buffer, and the write location is increased by the length of the codeword.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we propose cuSZ, a high-performance GPU-based lossy compressor for NVIDIA GPU architectures that effectively improves the compression throughput for SZ compared with the production version on CPUs. We propose a dual-quantization scheme to completely remove the strong data dependency in SZ’s prediction-quantization step and implement an efficient customized Huffman coding. We also propose a series of techniques to optimize the performance of cuSZ, including fine-tuning the chunk size, adaptively selecting Huffman code representation, and reusing memory. Experiments on five real-world HPC simulation datasets show that our proposed cuSZ improves the compression throughput by $242.9 \times$ to $370.1 \times$ over the serial CPU version and $11.0 \times$ to $13.1 \times$ over the parallel CPU version. Compared with another state-of-the-art GPU-supported lossy compressor, cuSZ improves the compression ratio by 2.41 $\times$ to 3.48 $\times$ with reasonable data distortion on the tested datasets. We plan to further optimize the performance of decompression, implement other data prediction methods such as linear-regression-based predictor, and evaluate the performance improvements of parallel I/O with cuSZ.
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